SECURINESS
MOBILE CCTV SURVEILLANCE
Please contact for further information

Mobile CCTV Surveillance
Including all needed
Complete mobile video surveillance trailer
Self catering by solar, windmill and battery
DVR (recording unit)
Antenna
Router w/SIM card
Waterproof fuse box for equipment
MODEL PHOTO

Solution
The Mobile CCTV solution provides everything you need in a convenient and mobile surveillance
solution. There is not any kind of unforeseen costs or challenges when you are in need of a watched
a construction site, a backyard, a fenced area or something entirely different.
Our mobile monitoring solution is ready for video surveillance, with no need of power or anything
else. When you rent our mobile surveillance, we deliver the complete solution and make it up and
running for you and then you will have immediately video surveillance.

MODEL PHOTO
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The steel and galvanized trailer has all the equipment on board from mast, cells, solar panels,
windmill, router to the DVR and camera and everything is properly secured, so you do not have any
unforeseen challenges.
When our mobile surveillance solution is set up where you need, you will automatically be notified via
an SMS, email or both simultaneously if the camera detects motion in the area that you want
secured. Furthermore, our solution gives you the opportunity to get live video on the area detected
and what is happening - directly home from your own PC. Naturally, the solution can also be
configured for alarm calls directly to your existing alarm central partner who also can see live video
directly through their PC. All footage is recorded also in a solution-mounted DVR for possible future
use towards the insurance company and / or police.

Specifications
TRAILER
Trailer length:

4.17 cm

Trailer width:

1.49 cm

Trailer bottom height:

0.35 cm

Trailer height with raised mast:

4,35 cm

Wheel

155 x 13”

Total weight

750 kg
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Rental prices
Following standard equipment is included i the below rental price:
Trailer, 1 pcs.
Windmill - 400W, 1pcs.
Solar panels - 2 x 200W, 2 pcs.
Back-up battery - 250Ah, 1 pcs.
DVR (recording unit) - 1 TB Disk, 1 pcs.
Router - 3G/UMTS wireless with vandal proof antenna installed with TDC/telemetry SIM-card. 1pcs.
Color surveillance cameras with 1/3” Super HAD CCD sensor, solution 535 TVL, ATW, 100m IR/CUT filter, 2 pcs.

Alternative solutions are offered
Please contact us by email at info@securiness.com

Any needed relocation of the Mobile CCTV surveillance trailer within the rental period
Price per relocation including setup and configuration.

All prices are inclusive installation and setup.
All leases apply to our “Rental and insurance conditions 2011”
All prices are stated exclusive Danish VAT.
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